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Several machine learning (ML) projects on anomaly detection and optimizationwere recently started at the Ad-
vanced Photon Source (APS). To improve training data quality, and accommodate the upcoming APS Upgrade
changes, a large increase in the number and size of log files is expected. Recent studies found performance bot-
tlenecks in the current log analysis architecture, especially for large ML analytics tasks. We explored several
approaches to improve both data density and throughput. First, we swapped lzma compression algorithm for
modern alternatives like zstd and lz4, scanning presets to find an optimal one that increased decompression
throughput by 10x for a 20\% file size increase. Several lossy compression schemes were attempted to take
advantage of limited device resolution and ML quantization, yielding further size decreases with reasonable fi-
delity losses. Finally, we tested several analytics and time-series databases, finding them faster for both linear
and random-access reads while maintaining good compression ratios. They also enabled offloading analytics
computations to server nodes, reducing network load. Our results indicate that with some effort, it is possible
to increase the amount of logged data significantly while improving ML analytics performance.
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